TIPS

To detach the parts from the board, press the anchor point with your thumb.
Always push with your thumb on the engraved side of the board, so the piece falls under the board.
You can easily locate the anchors points by looking at the back of the board.
Use PVA glue diluted with a li�le water. (3 parts adhesive, 1 part of water).
Use a small ﬁle to remove the anchor points’ residues. You can also use a modeler’s knife (handle it carefully to prevent injury).
Use a small brush to spread the diluted glue.

Guide Injury counters

Lay a li�le glue under the small
wheel with the numbers.

Lay a li�le glue under the small
round part (1cm diameter) that
has a rectangular hole the same
size as the small roule�e.

Jam between your ﬁngers, the roule�e
that serves as bo�om with the large
roule�e that has numbers. The goal is to
make sure they are centered with each other.

Slide the foot of the symbol
(or the small part that replaces it)
into the small round slot.

Place the small wheel (the one under which you put the glue)
into the hole of the large wheel,
press a few seconds and remove the large wheel.
Clean any excess glue that may prevent the
large wheel from turning when you replace it.

By using this piece, you will be able
to s�ck the small circle well centered
on the top of the small roule�e wheel.

Remove the symbol, as it
is not yet �me to glue it.

Pain�ng

This is the �me to paint your model and be careful not to
spread too much paint on the sides of the wheels,
as this may prevent you from ﬁnishing the assembly or even
prevent the wheels from turning easily.

Once your model is dry, replace
the large wheel and the "lid" on top.
Finally, glue the symbol into its hole
or the nut for the simple kit in the hole.

For the model with the skull,
you have some addi�onal
cartons parts that form
the front and back of the skull.

